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This “week” = 2 good algorithms
• Thursday May 11 Lasso and Random Forests 

•  May 16 homework = case study. Kaggle, or regular? 
•  Week 7 Project: finish assignment of May 7 but add new features.  

• Thursday May 18 Conducting a project from start to finish 
•  May 23 Case studies. Feature engineering 
•  Week 8 Project assignment: Run a model that you  believe is useful, 

informative, and at least somewhat accurate. This includes: 
• Thursday May 25 A/B trials 
•  May 30 Problems with big data. Paradox of medical testing 
• Thursday June 1 Other applications eg. networks, recommender 

systems. 
• 3 Final week: June 6, 8 Presentations, loose ends.



HOW TO IMPROVE MODEL FIT - 4 BASIC STRATEGIES

1. Get more observations (rows in the dataset) 

2.  Create more/different features from existing data.  

•E.g. interaction terms;  change from continuous to discrete; 
log transform. 

3. Bring in outside knowledge e.g. stopword lists; weather data  

4. Change the algorithm. Use validation data to decide on “best” 

•Switch to entirely new algorithm e.g. LASSO 

•Tune the coefficients. Every algorithm needs tuning. 

• E.g. reduce overfitting; Use  cutoff >> .5 

5. Redefine the problem; check your metric of model performance
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Random Forests 
(DMRattle+R)

• Build many  simplified decision trees (e.g., 500).  

• For each tree:  
• Select a random subset of the training set (N); 
• Choose different subsets of variables for each node of the decision tree 

(m << p); 
• Build the tree without pruning (seemingly risks overfit)  

• Classify a new observation using every decision tree:  
• Each tree “votes” for the outcome. 
• The outcome with the largest number of votes wins! 
•  The proportion of votes is the resulting score.  

• Outcome is a pseudo probability. 0 ≤ prob ≤ 1



RF on weather data



Mechanics of RFs
• Each model uses random bag of observations. Typically omit 30% 

• Each time a split in a tree is considered,  random selection of m predictors 
chosen as candidates from the full set of p predictors. The split chooses 
one of those m predictors, just like a single tree.  

• A fresh selection of m predictors is taken at each split.  

• randomForest() function in R  
draws mtry = p/3 variables at each node for regression (continuous) 
models  
m = sqrt(p) variables for classification models.  

• If tree is deep, most of the p variables get considered at least once.  

• We do not prune the trees. (This speeds up computation, among other 
effects.)



“Model” is 100s of small 
Trees

• Each tree is quick to solve, so computationally tractable 

• Example model from the full RF 

• ## Tree 1 
 ## ## 1: Evaporation <= 9  
 ## 2: Humidity3pm <= 71  
## 3: Cloud3pm <= 2.5  
## 4: WindDir9am IN ("NNE")  
 ## 5: Sunshine <= 10.25  
## 6: Temp3pm <= 17.55  

• Final decision (yes/no, or level) just like single tree



Error rates.



Mechanics: combine trees at end
• Run RF 300 times, get 300 models. 

• Check this! With many variables,  may need > 300 more trees. 

• Final prediction or classification is based on voting 
• Usually use unweighted voting: all trees equal, majority wins. 
• Can instead weight the votes e.g. most successful trees get 

highest weights. 

• For classification: majority of trees determines 
classification 

• For prediction problems (continuous outcomes): 
Average prediction of all the trees becomes the RF’s 
prediction.



Properties of RFs 
• Often works better than other methods.  

• Runs efficiently on large data sets. 

• Can handle hundreds of input variables.  

• Gives estimates of variable importance.  

• Results easy to use, but too complex to summarize (“black box”) 

• Cross-validation is built in: 
 Uses random subset of observations for each tree. (With 
replacement.) 
• Use Omitted observations  validation set for that tree.



R code
217Using bagging and random forests to reduce training variance

with a larger mtry you’re more likely to draw some useful variables at every step of the
tree-growing procedure.

 Continuing from the data in section 9.1, let’s build a spam model using random
forests.

library(randomForest)

set.seed(5123512)

fmodel <- randomForest(x=spamTrain[,spamVars],

y=spamTrain$spam,

ntree=100,

nodesize=7,

importance=T)

accuracyMeasures(predict(fmodel,
newdata=spamTrain[,spamVars],type='prob')[,'spam'],
spamTrain$spam=="spam",name="random forest, train")

## model accuracy f1 dev.norm
## 1 random forest, train 0.9884142 0.9706611 0.1428786
accuracyMeasures(predict(fmodel,

newdata=spamTest[,spamVars],type='prob')[,'spam'],
spamTest$spam=="spam",name="random forest, test")

## model accuracy f1 dev.norm
## 1 random forest, test 0.9541485 0.8845029 0.3972416

Let’s summarize the results for all three of the models we’ve looked at:

# Performance on the training set
model accuracy f1 dev.norm
Tree 0.9104514 0.7809002 0.5618654

Bagging 0.9220372 0.8072953 0.4702707
Random Forest 0.9884142 0.9706611 0.1428786

# Performance on the test set
model accuracy f1 dev.norm
Tree 0.8799127 0.7091151 0.6702857

Bagging 0.9061135 0.7646497 0.5282290
Random Forest 0.9541485 0.8845029 0.3972416

# Performance change between training and test:
# The decrease in accuracy and f1 in the test set
# from training, and the increase in dev.norm

Listing 9.3 Using random forests

Load the
random-

Forest
package.

Set the pseudo-random seed to a 
known value to try and make the 
random forest run repeatable.

Call the randomForest() function 
to build the model with 
explanatory variables as x and the 
category to be predicted as y.Use 100

trees to be
compatible

with our
bagging

example. The
default is

500 trees.

Specify that each node of a tree must have a minimum of 7 
elements, to be compatible with the default minimum node 
size that rpart() uses on this training set.

Tell the algorithm 
to save information 
to be used for 
calculating variable 
importance (we’ll 
see this later).

Report
the

model
quality.

Licensed to Alice Shih <rbohn@ucsd.edu>



Measure training and test 
accuracies
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nodesize=7,
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Tuning a model
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Load the
random-

Forest
package.

Set the pseudo-random seed to a 
known value to try and make the 
random forest run repeatable.

Call the randomForest() function 
to build the model with 
explanatory variables as x and the 
category to be predicted as y.Use 100

trees to be
compatible

with our
bagging

example. The
default is
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Specify that each node of a tree must have a minimum of 7 
elements, to be compatible with the default minimum node 
size that rpart() uses on this training set.

Tell the algorithm 
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to be used for 
calculating variable 
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see this later).

Report
the

model
quality.

Licensed to Alice Shih <rbohn@ucsd.edu>

ntree = how many trees; 
mtry = # variables to consider;  

sampsize = .6 * nrow(Data)  
nodesize = minimum node size; 

maxnodes = NULL

How do we decide?





Importance of each variable
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> varImp <- importance(fmodel)

> varImp[1:10, ]
non-spam spam MeanDecreaseAccuracy

word.freq.make 2.096811 3.7304353 4.334207
word.freq.address 3.603167 3.9967031 4.977452
word.freq.all 2.799456 4.9527834 4.924958
word.freq.3d 3.000273 0.4125932 2.917972
word.freq.our 9.037946 7.9421391 10.731509
word.freq.over 5.879377 4.2402613 5.751371
word.freq.remove 16.637390 13.9331691 17.753122
word.freq.internet 7.301055 4.4458342 7.947515
word.freq.order 3.937897 4.3587883 4.866540
word.freq.mail 5.022432 3.4701224 6.103929

varImpPlot(fmodel, type=1)

The result of the varImpPlot() call is shown in figure 9.1.
 Knowing which variables are most important (or at least, which variables contrib-

ute the most to the structure of the underlying decision trees) can help you with vari-
able reduction. This is useful not only for building smaller, faster trees, but for
choosing variables to be used by another modeling algorithm, if that’s desired. We can

Listing 9.4 randomForest variable importance()

Call importance() on the spam model.

The importance() 
function returns 
a matrix of 
importance 
measures (larger 
values = more 
important).

Plot the variable 
importance as 
measured by 
accuracy change.

word.freq.font
word.freq.mail
word.freq.85
word.freq.credit
word.freq.receive
word.freq.650
word.freq.email
word.freq.business
word.freq.internet
word.freq.meeting
word.freq.will
char.freq.lparen
word.freq.money
word.freq.000
word.freq.hpl
word.freq.our
word.freq.you
word.freq.1999
word.freq.re
capital.run.length.total
word.freq.george
capital.run.length.longest
word.freq.your
word.freq.edu
word.freq.free
word.freq.remove
word.freq.hp
char.freq.dollar
capital.run.length.average
char.freq.bang

10 15 20

fmodel

MeanDecreaseAccuracy

Figure 9.1 Plot of the 
most important variables 
in the spam model, as 
measured by accuracy

Licensed to Alice Shih <rbohn@ucsd.edu>

> varImp <- importance(fmodel)

  Call importance() on the model. 

varImpPlot(fmodel, type=1)

How can we use  
variable importance 

metric?



General method to evaluate 
variable importance

• Linear models: size of the coefficient tells importance (not the t 
statistic, although usually they are correlated). 

• Random forest: Two different ways to judge (Gini chef., accuracy) 

• Any algorithm: Leave out one variable from final solution 
• How much does result change? 
• How much does performance decrease on the validation set?  

• General comment: when high multicollinearity among variables, no 
single variable is important. 
• Omit variable 17; if variables 18 and 19 are similar, it won’t matter much. 
• This is a philosophical problem, not a technique issue 

• Can also leave out sets of related variables. (eg all demographic 
variables)

Useful General Technique



Parameter tuning



Other concepts using trees



Generalize: Collections of 
different models!

• Many models are better than any 1 model. 

• Each model better at classifying some observations. 

• Random Forest: Use all models, weighted = 

• “Boosting” algorithms: Change observation weights to 
emphasize mis-classified observations. 

• Model #1 has 60% accuracy. Model 2 is told to 
emphasize the 40% that were mis-classified by model 1





Comparing algorithms
Property Single 

tree Random forest Logistic /
regression LASSO

Nonlinear 
relationships? Good Very good

Must pre-
guess 

interactions

Same as 
regression

Explain to 
audience? Good difficult Good (most 

audiences) difficult

Large p Erratic Good Poor Good
Variable 

importance No Yes although 
“odd” Yes, very good Yes

Handle continuous 
outcomes (predict) Yes Yes Yes Yes

Handle discrete 
outcomes (classify) Directly Directly Transform eg 

logistic Transform

OTSUs few Medium Interpretation normalize



Comparing algorithms
Property Single 

tree Random forest Logistic /
regression LASSO

Nonlinear 
relationships? Good Very good

Must pre-
guess 

interactions

Same as 
regression

Explain to 
audience? Good difficult Good (most 

audiences) difficult

Large p Erratic Good Poor Good
Variable 

importance No Yes although 
“odd” Yes, very good Yes

Handle continuous 
outcomes (predict) Yes Yes Yes Yes

Handle discrete 
outcomes (classify) Directly Directly Transform eg 

logistic Transform

OTSUs Who are we kidding? All have plenty of OTSUs.  
Hence importance of validation, then test


